
Klasse 10 4. Schulaufgabe aus dem Englischen 23.05.

(Stoff: Compact Course 4 / Stopover B + 4A) Name: .....................................................

Comprehension text

Prairie FirePrairie FirePrairie FirePrairie Fire
“They made us many promises, more than I can remember, but they never kept but one; they promised to

take our land, and they took it.” They are white Americans … The motive force for our theft of land and

identity from the Indians was the principle of Manifest Destiny, the belief that white men were appointed

to rule this continent. …

Manifest Destiny was a simple instrument to operate, once we got the hang of it.1 We would buy or5

battle Indians off the land we wanted. A treaty would be drawn, giving the Indians new land in

perpetuity2. In perpetuity meant until we wanted the land we had given them. At such time we would ask

for the land we had given them to hold forever, and they might refuse to give it up. Their refusal proved

they were ignorant savages, and we would defeat them with modern weapons and penned the survivors

on reservations.10

An anonymous chief suggested to one Congressional commission sent west to keep the peace ( to

steal the land ) a nice solution to the white man’s logistical difficulties: “I think you had better put the

Indians on wheels, and you can run them about whenever you wish.”

And not only did the American white man steal the land, he also destroyed it, even then. When Kit

Carson hunted down and killed a group of Navajos in 1864, destroying their hogans3 and their livestock4,15

he also chopped down the peach trees they had planted.

There are atrocity5 stories, dozens of them. I guess the massacre of Cheyenne and Arapaho women

and children was the worst, if only because the victims were friendly toward their murderers and were

bayoneted, many of them, where they stood huddled6 beneath an American flag.

Adapted from: Geoffrey Wolff, Newsweek, quoted in: Dee Brown, Bury my Heart at Wounded Knee, New York: Bantam, 1972,

inside front and back cover.

                                                     
1 to get the hang of something = to learn how to do something
2 cf. perpetual (adj.), and Latin!
3 Navajo type of round hut
4 animals kept by farmers
5 an action that is shocking because it is very cruel, usually committed in a war
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Worksheet

1 Vocabulary

Explain the following words by giving   p a r a p h r a s e s  /  d e f i n i t i o n s  /  e x p l a n a t i o n s. Do not

use the words themselves or words derived from their stem.

1.1 principle (l. 3) 3

1.2 to appoint (l. 3) 3

1.3 to pen (l. 9) 3

1.4 chief (l. 11) 3

1.5 treaty (l.6) 3

2 Question on the text

Answer the following question on the text in complete sentences. Use your own words as far as possible.

Do  not simply copy from the text, as that will cost you credits. When you have to use passages from the

text, quote properly, giving line references.

2.1 In your own words, describe the pattern according to which the white man managed to get the land

from the Indians. What role did the idea of Manifest Destiny play in this context? 20

3 Translation

Translate the text from line 14 “And not only …” until the end (l.19) “… beneath an American flag.” 30

Good luck!!!

                                                                                                                                                                          
6 to stand, sit or lie close to each other usually because you feel cold or frightened
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